Part #

WARNING: Failure to read the warnings in these instructions can result in bodily injury.
Mat installation is to be performed by ADULTS ONLY.

WARNING Before Beginning
Springs have tension energy that may cause them to snap or
become airborne causing personal injury. Wear gloves and safety glasses at all times.

Removal and installation of springs requires the use of the
spring hook tool provided. Failure to use this tool could
result in personal injury.

Step 1: Mat Removal: For ideal mat installation, lay your
wall down horizontally on a flat surface.
A. To Save Mat: Begin by using the spring hook tool
(provided) and begin removing springs by hooking the tool
into the frame side of the spring loop and firmly pull up and
away from the wall frame to release. (image A1.) An
additional adult to hold the opposite side of the wall to offset
the force needed to release the springs may be required.

B. Not Saving Mat:
This step requires the use of a utility
knife. Failure to use a utility knife properly could result in
personal injury. Carefully cut across the mat in a cross
pattern with a utility knife for un-sprung removal of mat and
springs. Then remove matting and all springs (image B1).

Step 2: Unfold the new mat and place it in the center of
the frame making sure the top and bottom are
correctly positioned.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: Do not install or use this product unless you have read and understand all of
the information contained in these instructions. If you do not understand the instructions, you may ship your wall
with the mat to the address below for a no-charge mat installation service. We will install the mat and ship the wall
back to you free of charge. You will be responsible for paying the shipping charge to deliver your wall to us.

Spring Hook Tool
(provided with mat)

The following steps 3 - 5 require the use of a hammer.
A tapping force is required with wrist action only. The more
force exerted, the greater the risk personal injury could
occur.

Step 3: To attach the new mat: Place one spring
in the middle of each four sides.
Pull each spring taught with the spring
hook tool and tap it with a hammer for the
spring tip to start into the frame slot. Before
removing the spring hook tool, make sure the
spring loop is securely in the frame slot.

Step 4: Proceed with putting springs on, working
from the middle of the mat towards the
corners inserting every other spring.

Step 5: After you have 5 to 6 springs in place,
finish replacing all the springs. When all
springs are installed, fold the spring cover flap
over the springs to complete the mat
replacement.

Tip: Fold the mats spring cover flap inward and hook
together for better access to the spring attaching
loops.

Shipping information for mat installation service: Please package the upper wall frame and all hardware with in a 90 inch L+W+H package for optimal shipping costs.

For return authorization, or general/warranty information go to: www.lacrossewall.com

Ship to:
In The Crease Goals
26 Powell Lane
Penn Yan, NY 14527
(315)536-7417

